Little Angels, Pre-K
And Kindergarten Art
Monday, March 23, 2020

Happy Art Day!
This project is for my littlest artists!
Moms, Dads and Caregivers, I know you are helping with these
directions.
THANK YOU!
Today, we will create a happy frog.
You will need a piece of white paper (landscape orientation),
a sharpie and some crayons.

Here’s our project for today.

Let’s draw the frog!
1. Make sure your paper is in the LANDSCAPE orientation . Wide, not Tall.
2. Trace your hand. Don’t go far up the wrist. We will be rounding that part off
with our pencil.
3. Turn the paper upside down, so that your fingers are pointing DOWN.
4. Make a curved line to finish off the “head” of the frog.
5. Add two eyes by drawing two large upside down U’s at the top of the head. Not
INSIDE the head, but sitting on TOP.
6. Make a circle inside each eye, and then a smaller circle inside that one. Now it
looks like an eye!
7. Draw two dots for the nose and a big smiley mouth underneath the nose.

Now draw the lily pad

Surround the frog with a big oval shape.

Remember to jump over the frog, don’t draw through him!
Then take a “bite” out of one side. Just a little triangular
shape cut into one side of the large oval.

Adding color
1. Let’s trace all our lines with the black sharpie.
2. For the eyes, check the sample to see which part gets colored
completely in black.
3. Color your frog green or brown if you wish. Use
shading...some parts dark and some parts light. You can add
extra colors to blend. See how I used some yellow and other
colors to make it more interesting?
4. Color your lily pad the same way. Use shading and a few
different colors of green.

Continuing with color
1. Put a “Horizon” line behind the frog that goes from
left to right across the paper, about one quarter
length down from the top of the page.
2. Under that line,is your pond. What color will you
make your pond? Use some wavy lines to give a
feeling of moving water.
3. Above the pond is your sky. Is it a sunny day? Or a
cloudy day? Use your colors to show what kind of day
you want in this picture.

Details
You may need to go over your sharpie lines
again to make your frog stand out.

You can also use a black crayon.

I think we’re done!
Do you love your little froggie?

I would love to see your finished work.
You can take a picture of the frog and send it to me at
jcullen@holyangelsbayridge.org

GREAT JOB!

